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 Cargar / Descargar 14-09-2010, 13:35 Unlocker DLL Overview: BB Multi Unlockser is a tool that allows the unlocking of BB code. It can unlock any particular code that you want to. It can unlock the codes from the popular codes, such as "BB0A", "BB1A" etc. You can unlock with a single key or a 3 code or 6 codes. Features: BB Multi Unlocker is very easy to use. You can use it without any
additional hardware and software. No PC is required. All you need is the phone's USB port and a little time. This software is released under LGPL, GNU GPL v3 and Apache 2.0 license. BB Multi Unlockser is written in C# and uses the XNA Framework for the graphics. BB Multi Unlockser is packed with 6 codes and the demo can unlock all codes available. BB Multi Unlockser supports any cell

phone as long as it has the ability to download and read the codes. The latest version of the software is supported. BB Multi Unlockser is made to work with the Android and the Blackberry OS. What is the BB Multi Unlockser? It is a software that can be used to unlock BB codes. It can unlock any particular code that you want to. It can unlock codes from the popular codes, such as "BB0A", "BB1A"
etc. You can unlock with a single key or a 3 code or 6 codes. BB Multi Unlockser supports the following: GSM networks: AT&T, T-Mobile, Metro PCS, Cricket, Tracfone, Boost Mobile, Virgin Mobile CDMA networks: Verizon, Alltel, Sprint, Cingular, US Cellular GSM and CDMA networks are supported. The software supports CDMA as well as GSM. The most popular codes are supported, such

as "BB0A", "BB1A" etc. BB Multi Unlockser can be used on any phone that supports code reading and USB connection. BB Multi Unlockser 82157476af
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